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Abstract
Sensor design is important for electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) that is to be used for a
particular application and for generating high-quality images from the measured data. An ECT
sensor with long electrodes is commonly used to obtain stable and reliable measurement signals
and to ensure the quality of 2D cross-sectional images, but it neglects the effect of electrode
length on the entire 3D image. To analyze the effect of electrode length on the measured signals,
sensitivity distribution and the quality of reconstructed images, especially the distortion of 3D
images, ECT sensors with different electrode lengths of 5, 7, 10, 20 and 30 mm are designed
and fabricated. The electrodes are mounted on the internal surface of the ECT sensor wall to
eliminate the negative effect of the wall. A dual-electrode excitation strategy is chosen to
enhance the signal intensity. The results show that the reconstructed 3D images of the measured
objects, which can be divided into three parts, are stretched in the axial direction and narrowed
in the radial direction because of the axial average effect, and longer electrodes result in a more
serious problem. Comprehensive analysis of the performance of the ECT sensors with different
electrode lengths, including the measured signals, sensitivity distribution and reconstructed 3D
images, concludes that an ECT sensor with an electrode length of 10 mm is recommended.
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1. Introduction

Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) has been widely
considered as a robust and economic approach for visual-
izing the material distribution inside a closed space sup-
posing that the permittivity of the material of interest
differs significantly from that of the surrounding media.
The applications of ECT can be found in either ima-
ging solid objects [1–3] or visualizing the two-phase
processes [4–6].

Most of the time, the 2D cross-sectional images by ECT
cannot provide sufficient information as the objects in the real
world are 3D. For instance, we cannot obtain the real shape
and volume of the object as a circle in 2D ECT images might
represent a cylinder, a cone or a sphere with a circular cross

section. Therefore, obtaining 3D ECT images of objects is
highly desired. The most direct way to get a 3D ECT image
is to use an ECT sensor with multi-layer electrodes [7]. How-
ever, it has long been a big challenge to directly reconstruct 3D
images using a multi-layer ECT sensor. A multi-layer ECT
sensor normally has multi-layer electrodes and needs more
electrodes to achieve the required sufficient spatial resolu-
tion of the reconstructed 3D images, which makes the design
and fabrication of the corresponding hardware extremely com-
plicated and expensive, if not impossible [8]. On one hand,
the measuring signal between a pair of electrodes at differ-
ent layers is much weaker than that between a pair of elec-
trodes at the same layer, which leads to a relatively high signal-
to-noise ratio [9]. On the other hand, the optimal design of
the sensor, especially regarding the electrode number [10],
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electrode length [11], number of layers [7] and angular dis-
tribution of electrodes [12], is yet to be further understood and
remains a non-trivial task.

Meanwhile, the scheme and design of an ECT sensor with
single-layer electrodes are well established. Therefore, it has
become common practice in ECT measurement to obtain 3D
images by interpolating 2D images obtained in a consecutive
time series [13–16]. Liu et al used elementary iso-surfaces
to make smooth connections of continuous 2D images on
the basis of stacking [17]. The design of the sensor is con-
sidered firstly, and to avoid the fringe effect and give suffi-
ciently large capacitance, long electrodes are commonly used
to obtain more stable and reliable measurement signals, usu-
ally 10 cm or longer [8], which is to ensure the quality of 2D
cross-sectional images and neglects the effect on the recon-
struction of 3D ECT images. For an ECT sensor with single-
layer electrodes, it is generally assumed that the sensitivity dis-
tribution is uniformly distributed along the axial direction in
the sensing region, and thus the measured permittivity repres-
ents the axial average and is inconsistent with the real meas-
urement conditions, e.g. a fluidized bed. Huang et al [18] stud-
ied ECT sensors with three different electrode lengths (45, 55
and 65 mm), and they found that bubble diameter decreases
with the increase in the electrode length of fluidized beds
under the same operational conditions. In real measurement
the permittivity between any given pair of electrodes demon-
strates a complicated distribution along the axial direction,
dependent upon the object in the sensing region, and the axial
average effect is more serious [4, 19], but the specific effect
is unknown. In this connection, the electrode length, which
essentially defines the sensing region, plays a critical role in
the reconstruction of 3D ECT images based on 2D images
obtained via an ECT sensor with a single-layer electrode. So
far, the axial average effect, i.e. the effect of electrode length
on image quality, especially for 3D imaging, has not been sys-
tematically studied.

Previous results in the literature suggested that an ECT
sensor with longer electrodes should be chosen because of
the high signal-to-noise ratio. However, the reconstructed 3D
images of objects are normally stretched in the axial direction
and contracted in the radial direction because of the axial aver-
age effect if longer electrodes are used. Therefore, the aim of
this work is to investigate the effect of the electrode length of
an ECT sensor with single-layer electrodes on the reconstruc-
tion of 3D ECT images, especially the distortion of 3D images.

2. Principle of ECT

The first step of reconstructing 3D images of an object is to
obtain the 2D cross-sectional images in a consecutive time
series by an ECT system, which consists of three parts: (1) a
multi-electrode capacitance sensor surrounding a pipe or ves-
sel, (2) sensing electronics and (3) a computer for system con-
trol and image reconstruction. First, an ECT sensor converts
the permittivity distribution into electrical signals. The num-
ber of electrodes in an ECT sensor Ne can be 8, 12 or more,
and an excitation electrode i and a detection electrode j form

a capacitor. Because of the geometry between the excitation
electrode and the detection electrode, the electric field distribu-
tion is complicated, causing non-linearity of the measurement.
Because of the nature of soft-field sensing, the sensitivity at
the edge is higher than that in the center [20, 21]. If there are
only two materials with significantly different permittivity in
the measurement region, they can be distinguished. When the
measurement region is completely filled with low-permittivity
material, the measured signals are used for lower-permittivity
calibration. Similarly, higher-permittivity calibration is imple-
mented using high-permittivity material [8]. Basically, if the
diameter of the ECT sensor is fixed, increasing the number
of electrodes will lead to a reduction of the effective sens-
ing area and thus the decrease in the magnitude of the meas-
ured capacitance signal for a single pair of electrodes. In addi-
tion, the measured signal between a pair of opposite electrodes
is much smaller than that between a pair of adjacent elec-
trodes in an ECT sensor. Meanwhile, there exists a low limit
of capacitance that can be detected due to the noise and stabil-
ity of ECT signal processing electronics. In this connection,
the number of electrodes of an ECT sensor is restricted by the
minimum capacitance that the ECT signal processing electron-
ics can detect. More pixels are needed to obtain high-quality
cross-sectional images. Usually, the number of pixels M is far
more than that of the independent capacitance measurements
N, which causes the ill-posedness of the inverse problem [22].

The capacitance signals are processed by the sensing elec-
tronics with amplification, phase-sensitive demodulation, low-
pass filtering and so on. Because the capacitance of opposite
electrodes in an ECT sensor is only a few femtoFarad (fF), the
capacitance measuring circuit used must be sufficiently sens-
itive, and the surrounding noise and screened cables may have
an adverse effect on the measured signals [23, 24]. Therefore,
high stability and reliability are needed for ECT measurement.
Yang et al [25, 26] introduced an AC-based capacitance meas-
uring circuit to deal with those problems.

The measured signals processed by the sensing electronics
are sent to a computer to reconstruct the permittivity distribu-
tion, and to obtain the dynamic parameters of a process, such
as a fluidized bed. The algorithms can be categorized into two
groups: (1) single-step algorithms, and (2) iterative algorithms
[27]. Linear back projection (LBP) [28] and Tikhonov regular-
ization [29] are commonly used single-step algorithms with
short computation time and give qualitative descriptions of a
real flow. LBP is often used for on-line monitoring. Iterative
algorithms like Landweber iteration can provide good qual-
ity images by additional calculation, but more time is needed.
Therefore, this method is mainly used for off-line data analysis
[30]. The reconstructed permittivity distribution needs fur-
ther processing (e.g. threshold segmentation) to provide more
detailed information on a fluidized bed, such as flow regime
identification, solids concentration, the size, and frequency of
bubbles[24, 31–33].

The final step is to obtain a 3D image by interpolat-
ing 2D ECT images. To maintain a better spatial resolu-
tion of 3D images, it needs enough 2D images in the con-
secutive measurement time series. Note that the measured
capacitance signals are normally very weak, and a balance
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Figure 1. The ECT sensor with internal electrodes: (a) internal electrode, (b) electrode layer, (c) whole sensor, (d) a photograph.

Figure 2. Models used to reconstruct 3D images: (M1) cylinder,
D = 20 mm, L = 60 mm; (M2) cone, D = 30 mm, L = 60 mm;
(M3) cube, L = 30 mm; (M4) sphere, D = 30 mm; (M5) sphere,
D = 20 mm; and (M6) sphere, D = 10 mm.

between sampling frequency and measurement stability is
highly desired. Higher sampling frequency will result in worse
stability of the measured signal and vice versa, which relies on
the performance of the sensing electronics. For objects mov-
ing with a relatively low speed, stable and high-quality 2D
ECT images can be readily obtained at a low sampling fre-
quency, which in principle can be further interpolated into 3D
ECT images by simply stacking all the 2D images in the order
of the time series. For objects moving at a fast speed, com-
plex post-processing, such as the de-noising method [24], is
required after interpolation of the 2D images in a consecutive
time series.

3. Experiment setup

3.1. Sensor design

Figure 1 shows the design of the ECT sensors. Note that the
presence of a wall causes extra capacitance [8], which might
cause systematical errors to the measuring signals, and also
affects the sensitivity. Thus, the electrodes of the ECT sensors
are mounted on the internal surface of a quartz glass to elim-
inate such effects. The electrode lengths are 5, 7, 10, 20 and
30 mm, respectively, with the electrode covering ratio of 80%.
If the electrodes of the ECT sensor were directly mounted
on the internal surface of the tube, the thickness of the elec-
trodes, if not negligible, would also influence the sensitivity
and induce uncertainty to the measurements. Therefore, we
first made some channels on the internal surface of the tube
by strictly following the arrangement of the electrodes. The
width and thickness of the channels were set to properly fit

Figure 3. The automatic control system used for controlling
movement of sensors and measured models in the ECT system.

the electrodes, and thus the electrodes could be mounted in
the channels to keep the internal surface of the tube as smooth
as possible, as shown in figure 1(a), and the inner diameter of
the tube was 60 mm. In consideration of the spatial resolution
and measurement requirements, 12 electrodes are used in each
ECT sensor.

To verify the performance of the ECT sensors, some static
models, as shown in figure 2, are fabricated and measured to
reconstruct 3D images by stacking consecutive 2D images.
Because most bubbles in fluidized beds are approximately
spherical, some spheres with different diameters are selec-
ted. For the models of known geometric shapes, the quality
of the reconstructed images is analyzed to evaluate the per-
formance of the ECT sensors. Because the velocity of gas or
the solid phase has a great effect on the reconstructed images,
the movement velocity of the models is chosen as 1, 10, 100,
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Figure 4. Capacitance data of ECT sensors with different electrode lengths in the axial direction obtained by numerical simulation, when
electrodes 1 and 2 are used for excitation and others for detection: (a) when the ECT sensors are filled with low-permittivity materials; (b)
the dynamic range when the ECT sensors are filled with high- and low-permittivity materials.

200 and 300 mm s−1. In addition, dual-electrode excitation is
chosen to enhance the signal intensity and improve the signal
quality.

3.2. Experiment setup

The sensing electronics of the ECT system used are based
on an AC-based circuit, as mentioned earlier. To achieve
accurate movement velocity of the measured models, an
automatic control system was built. It is a closed-loop
system, mainly including a control panel, programmable
logic controller (PLC), servo driver, servo motor and ball
screw, as shown in figure 3. The relative position in
the tangential direction of an ECT sensor and the meas-
ured model can be turned with a hand-operated screw,
bolts and nuts. The main control parameters of this sys-
tem are the starting/ending position and movement velocity
in the axial direction, with precise parameter control and
display.

3.3. Image reconstruction

Landweber iteration (equation (1)) is adopted for image recon-
struction. The initial image is calculated by LBP (equation
(2)). The 2D cross-sectional images are reconstructed from the
measured capacitance signals, and then stacked to 3D images
of the measured objects:

ĝk+1 = P
[
ĝk−αST(Sĝk−λ)

]
P[f(x)] =

 0 if
f(x) if
1 if

f(x)< 0
0 ≤ f(x)≤ 1
f(x)> 1

(1)

ĝ0 =
STλ
STuλ

uλ = [1,1, . . . ,1] . (2)

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Measured signals

Figure 4 shows the measured capacitance data under the con-
ditions of noise-free by finite element numerical simulation
when the ECT sensors are filled with low-permittivity mater-
ial, and the dynamic range of the capacitance data when the
ECT sensors are filled with high- and low-permittivity mater-
ials. The number in the legend in figure 4 denotes the elec-
trode length of the ECT sensor, e.g. L5 means the length of the
ECT sensor is 5 mm. Figure 4 only shows the capacitance data
when electrodes 1 and 2 are used for excitation and others for
detection for simplification. The data are similar to each other
when other electrodes are used for excitation because all the
electrodes have the same geometric shape and are distributed
evenly.

The capacitance decreases with the increase in the distance
between the excitation and detection electrodes when the ECT
sensor is filled with low- or high-permittivity materials. The
adjacent electrode pairs give the maximum capacitance, and
the opposite electrode pairs give the minimum capacitance.
The relative position of the excitation and detection electrodes
has a great effect on the capacitance. The measurement range
of the ECT sensor of L30 is from 5.8 fF to 823 fF, and L5 is
from 0.63 fF to 128 fF. The measurement range becomes sig-
nificantly smaller by removing the maximum capacitance data
between the adjacent electrodes, because the maximum capa-
citance is about one order of magnitude larger than others.

The capacitance in the same relative position of the excit-
ation and detection electrodes is proportional to the electrode
length of the ECT sensors approximately. With the decrease in
electrode length, it becomes difficult to measure the capacit-
ance because of the decrease in the measured signal intensity.
Besides, the fringe effect also becomes more serious.

The ECT sensors were fabricated and experiments were
conducted to verify the performance of the ECT sensors with
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Figure 5. The STD of the measured signals when the ECT sensors
are filled with low-permittivity material.

different electrode lengths. There are 120 normalized meas-
ured capacitance signals in each frame data in total, and 1000
frames were sampled when an ECT sensor was filled with low-
permittivity material, or air. The standard deviation (STD) is
used for analyzing the measured signals, as shown in figure 5.

With the decrease in the electrode length of the ECT
sensors, the measured signal becomes worse and the meas-
urement stability gradually reduces. The trend of the STD of
the measured signals with different electrode lengths agrees
with the numerical simulation. When the ECT sensors are
filled with low-permittivity material, the normalized capacit-
ance signal fluctuates around 0, which changes considerably
for little disturbance, resulting in a large STD. The quality
of the measured signals is improved significantly when high-
permittivity materials occupied more than 10% of the measur-
ing region [34].

4.2. Sensitivity distribution

The cross-sectional area of the sensing region is always
divided intoNp ×Np pixels, and in this work we tookNp = 32,
64, 96 and 128 (denoted by P32, P64, P96 and P128 for
simplification) to analyze the sensitivity matrix and optimize
the number of pixels for the reconstruction of 3D ECT images.
Figure 6 shows the condition number (CN) of the sensitivity
matrix for different electrode lengths. As can be seen, with
the increase in the number of pixels, the CN of the sensitivity
matrix first decreases and then increases, showing a minimum
at a certain number of pixels. Note that the CN represents the
ill-posedness of the inverse problem in the reconstruction of
ECT images, and a higher CN reflects the fact that variation
in the measurement signal has a much more severe impact on
the quality of the reconstructed ECT images. In this sense, we
can conclude that a small number of pixels (e.g. P32) will lead
to a low spatial resolution and high CN, both unfavorable to

Figure 6. The CN of the sensitivity matrix of the ECT sensor with
different electrode lengths when choosing different pixels in the
sensing region.

the quality of the reconstructed images. For a large number
of pixels (e.g. P128), although the spatial resolution is high, it
also results in a high CN. Therefore, P64 and P96 are better
choices when compared with P32 and P128 in terms of both
spatial resolution and CN.

Figure 7 shows the reconstructed 3D images of M1 using
sensor L10 when different numbers of pixels were chosen.
With the increase in the number of pixels in the sensing region,
the edge blurring of the reconstructed images becomes worse,
and the image quality degrades sharply, as seen in figure 7.
In this regard, a smaller number of pixels is desired to min-
imize the blurred edges problem in ECT image reconstruc-
tion. But a small number of pixels results in low spatial res-
olution of the ECT and a high CN, as shown in figure 6. It is
generally accepted that the measurement resolution of ECT is
restricted by the limited number of independent capacitance
and electrodes, which, however, is not evidently added with
the increase in the number of pixels in the current case. There-
fore, P64 is chosen by comparison of the CN and the edge
blurring problem of the reconstructed images with other coun-
terparts, as it can provide relatively high quality of the recon-
structed 3D image and a low CN.

The sensitivity varies greatly in different locations of the
sensing region of an ECT sensor. Figure 8(a) shows the 3D
sensitivity distribution of the ECT sensor L30 choosing the
cross-sectional center at the bottom of the tube with elec-
trodes as the origin (0,0,0) when electrodes 1 and 2 are used
for excitation and electrode 6 for detection. The sensitivity
in the region between the excitation and detection electrodes
is remarkably higher than other regions, especially near the
excitation and detection electrodes. In addition, it has almost
the same sensitivity distribution for voxels in different axial
positions (z-coordinate) but the same radial position (x- and y-
coordinates), which makes it difficult to reconstruct 3D images
directly for the ECT sensors with a single layer of electrodes.
The sensitivity distributions of the ECT sensors are analyzed
in terms of the STD and CN, as shown in figure 8(b). Compar-
ing the STD of the sensitivity, the homogeneity of the sens-
itivity first increases and then decreases with the decrease in
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Figure 7. The reconstructed 3D images of M1 using sensor L10 when choosing different numbers of pixels in the sensing region: (a) P32,
(b) P64, (c) P96, (d) P128.

Figure 8. Analysis of the sensitivity distribution: (a) 3D normalized sensitivity distribution of the ECT sensor L30 when electrodes 1 and 2
are used for excitation and electrode 6 for detection. (b) Comparison of the sensitivity fields of ECT sensors with different electrode lengths.

electrode length. The ECT sensors L10 and L20 perform bet-
ter than the ECT sensor L30 in terms of the STD. The CN
increases with the decrease in the electrode length.

4.3. Image reconstruction

Figure 9 shows the reconstructed images by the ECT sensors
with different electrode lengths when the movement velo-
city of the measured model in reference to an ECT sensor is
1 mm s−1, and the sampling frequency of the ECT system is
37 frames per second. The unit in figure 9 is mm. The height of
the reconstructed images is approximately the total length of
an ECT sensor and the model in general, which means that the
reconstructed images are stretched because of the existence of
the axial length of an ECT sensor.

Figure 10(a) shows the motion of an object during the meas-
urement, in which E is the effective length of the electrode
in the sensor. We note that the motion could be divided into
three stages according to the relative position of the object
and electrodes. If we take the measurement of M1 by the ECT
sensor L30 as an example, the measurement process can be
correspondingly divided into three stages, as shown in fig-
ure 10. In the first stage (P1) the model gradually enters into
the ECT sensor. The ratio of the volume of the model in the

measurement area increases with the movement. In this stage,
only part of the sensing region in the axial direction is occu-
pied by the model. Therefore, the reconstructed images are
stretched in the axial direction and contracted in the radial
direction because of the uniform distribution, or the average
effect of sensitivity in the axial direction, as shown in figure
8(a). Therefore, the reconstructed images of the cylinders turn
into spindle shapes, and spheres are deformed and sharpened,
which are less distorted than those of the cylinders. Such dis-
tortion happens in the entire stage of P1, which is even more
serious for the ECT sensors with longer electrodes.

The second stage (P2) of the image means the model fully
occupies the sensing region, and the image height in this stage
is the absolute difference between the length of the electrodes
and the model in the axial direction. Therefore, it can be clas-
sified into two categories according to the length difference
between the ECT sensors and measured objects. If the length
of the model is longer than an ECT sensor, the reconstruc-
ted 3D image would not be stretched in the axial direction,
but remain averaged. In this case, the electrode length has less
of an adverse effect on the reconstructed images than in P1,
and no effect for a vertical-placed cylinder. If the length of
the model is less than an ECT sensor, the reconstructed 3D
image, compared with the real object, would still be stretched
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Figure 9. Reconstructed images of different models by ECT sensors with different electrode lengths when the movement velocity of
the models is 1 mm s−1.

in the axial direction, and the stretch length is the length dif-
ference between the ECT sensor and the model. Therefore, the
length of an ECT sensor should be less than at least the length
of the measured models to avoid serious axial average effects
and image distortion in this stage. A sphere with a diameter
of 20 mm can be well reconstructed by all the ECT sensors in
figure 9; however, a sphere with a diameter of 10 mm cannot

be recognized because the volume of the model, which is less
than 1% of the entire sensing region, is too small to be meas-
ured. Therefore, the electrode length of an ECT sensor should
not exceed 20 mm to achieve good performance from the per-
spective of image reconstruction.

The third stage (P3) of image reconstruction is the reserve
process of P1, in which the model moves gradually out of the
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Figure 10. Derivation of 3D images using an ECT sensor with single-layer electrodes: (a) three stages of the motion of a phantom; (b) the
corresponding three parts in the reconstructed 3D ECT image.

ECT sensor. The influence of electrode length on image recon-
struction is similar to that at P1.

As can be seen, the electrode length of an ECT sensor
has a serious impact on stages P1 and P3 in the processes
of measurement and image reconstruction, in which severe
distortion happens at the beginning of P1 and the end of P3.
The longer the electrode length, the more serious the problem.
The images only distort slightly for an object with permittiv-
ity distributed evenly along the axial direction in stage P2. To
better image the structures of measured models, i.e. ensuring
adequate measurement precision, the length of the electrodes
in an ECT sensor should be as short as possible to decrease the
axial average effect. In this case, however, the measured sig-
nals are weaker and more sensitive to the measurement errors.
Moreover, there is no evident decrease in the fringe effect in
the sensing region when the electrode length is below 10 mm
[8, 35]. Therefore, it is not necessary to choose very short elec-
trodes. Comprehensive analysis of the STD of the measured
signals, the STD and CN of the sensitivity field and the qual-
ity of the reconstructed images shows that the ECT sensor L10
offers better measurement stability and accuracy.

As demonstrated above, the experiment results suggest that
the intensity and stability of the measured signals of the ECT
sensor L10 ares inferior to L20 and L30, but L10 has a lar-
ger CN of the sensitivity distribution than L20 and L30. But
the relative velocity of the model regarding the ECT sensor
was relatively low (1 mm s−1). To verify the dynamic per-
formance of L10, it is also necessary to test the objects mov-
ing with high velocity. Therefore, a higher relative velocity
of the model regarding the ECT sensor, i.e. 10–300 mm s−1,
was also investigated. Typical reconstructed images for objects
moving with a relative velocity of 10–300 mm s−1 using the
ECT sensor L10 are shown in figure 11.

The moving velocities were 10, 100, 200 and 300 mm s−1,
respectively and the sampling frequency was about 37
frames/s. When the moving velocity is less than 100 mm s−1,
i.e. the movement distance in the time required for a frame
of measurement data less than 3 mm, the velocity has
little effect on the reconstructed images, because the move-
ment distance is significantly shorter than the length of the
reconstructed images in the axial direction. If the velocity

exceeds 200 mm s−1, it has obvious relative movement of the
models in reference to the ECT sensor in a single frame of
measurements, and the distortion caused by the motion of the
reconstructed images becomes apparent. Whether or not the
moving velocity of models and gas/solid phases in fluidized
beds can be measured by ECT depends on the sampling rate
of the sensing electronics.

4.4. Complicated objects

Above, we demonstrated the performance of the ECT sensor
L10 with a single model object. We further studied the more
complicated cases with the combination of multiple objects,
including the combination of M1 and M5, and M4 and two M5.
We obtained 3D images of these two combinations using the
ECT sensor L10, and the results are shown in figure 12.

Then, we conducted experiments of the combinations of
multiple objects, including the combination of M1 and M5 and
the combination of M4 and two M5, with ECT sensor L10. The
results are shown in figure 13. The image quality for 3D ECT
images of both simple and multiple models has been quantit-
atively analyzed in terms of the image error (Ie) and the cor-
relation coefficient (Cc) [10], as shown in table 1.

As can be seen, the quality of the reconstructed images of
simple models is in general better than that of multiple models
based on the 3D ECT experimental results, which is evidenced
by the lower Ie and higher Cc for simple models. In particular,
as observed in figure 13, it can be found that when two mod-
els are quite close, clear distortion exists in the reconstructed
images, which is related to the intrinsic ill-conditioned and low
spatial resolution of ECT since the shape edges are hard to
identify. For multiple models, we compared the image qual-
ity of 3D ECT images obtained by experiments with that by
simulations. As shown, the image quality by experiments is
somehow worse than that by simulations. This may be due to
the signal noise in the experiments being different from that in
simulations.

The image quality could be improved to a certain extent if
further image processing, such as filtering [28] and image seg-
mentation [36], was implemented. In this work, we chose the
fixed threshold image segmentation for the preliminary study.
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Figure 11. Reconstructed images of different models by the ECT sensor L10 with different relative velocities (mm s−1).

Figure 12. The reconstructed 3D images by the ECT sensor L10 by simulation: (a) the combination of M1 and M5, and (b) M4 and M5.
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Table 1. The quantitative analysis of the image quality of different models with the ECT sensor L10: (1) without image processing, (2) with
image processing.

  Experiment Simulation
  M1 M4 M5 Com1 Com2 Com1 Com2

Ie 0.75 0.88 0.96 0.77 0.94 0.59 0.58
(1)

Cc 0.69 0.72 0.57 0.68 0.64 0.84 0.83
Ie 0.60 0.52 0.60 0.75 0.88 — —

(2)
Cc 0.80 0.87 0.79 0.68 0.67 — —

Figure 13. The reconstructed 3D images with ECT sensor L10 from experiments: (a) the combination of M1 and M5, and (b) M4 and M5.

A threshold of 0.8 was chosen for simple M4 and 0.6 for all
other models, because M4 has a bigger volume in the sensing
regions. Image processing is not conducted with the simula-
tion data. After image processing, the quality of the images
has been improved, especially for simple models in the sens-
ing region. For the multiple models, both Ie and Cc show neg-
ligible improvement. It may be necessary to further optimize
the threshold for complex models with different shapes and
sizes. However, this is out of the scope of the current discus-
sion as this work focuses on the effect of electrodes on 3D
image reconstruction, although it deserves our research for the
time being.

As can be seen, the ECT sensor L10 can successfully recon-
struct the 3D images of the combination of M1 and M5 as
well as the combination of M4 and two M5. We would stress,
however, for ECT sensors with longer electrodes, the distor-
tion of 3D images might become more severe owing to the
lower spatial resolution. The quality of the reconstructed 3D
ECT images for objects with complicated geometry depends
heavily on the spatial resolution and suitable reconstruction
algorithms and image processing. The effect of spatial resolu-
tion was discussed in section 4.2 from the viewpoint of sensit-
ivity analysis. Note that it is our purpose in this paper to check
the effect of the length of electrodes on the 3D ECT images;
we are not going to address the influences of reconstruction
algorithms and image processing in more detail. This, how-
ever, will be subject to our further work for the time being.

5. Conclusions

This paper compares the performance of ECT sensors with
different electrode lengths, including the signal intensity, the

precision of the measured signals, sensitivity distribution and
the quality of reconstructed images. Comparison of the results
of the ECT sensors with different electrode lengths shows that
long electrodes are favorable to achieve the desired accur-
acy of the measured signals and CN of the sensitivity field.
But the uniformly distributed sensitivity in the axial direc-
tion, or the axial average effect makes it difficult to recon-
struct 3D images and causes serious distortion of the recon-
structed images in the radial and axial directions. The recon-
structed images of measured objects, which can be divided
into three parts, are stretched in the axial direction and nar-
rowed in the radial direction, and the total height of an image
is about the sum of an ECT sensor and the measured objects.
Because this effect was neglected in previous studies about
the measurement of fluidized beds, the reconstructed images
of bubbles or slugs have deformation or distortion. The ECT
sensor L10 can reconstruct the 3D images of the measured
models with relative realistic and reliable image quality under
different test conditions. Comprehensive analysis of the per-
formance of the ECT sensors in terms of the measured signals,
sensitivity field and reconstructed images suggests that for an
ECT sensor with electrodes mounted on the internal surface,
the electrode length of 10 mm and dual-electrode excitation
should be chosen.
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